
Investment Objectives 
The Cerno Pacific portfolio is a geographically specific fund, which 
invests primarily across the Pacific area but also the wider emerging 
markets. The fund’s objective is to produce capital growth over 
the long term through a focus on companies that are judged to be 
innovators or are beneficiaries of innovation through their products, 
services or business models. The optimal route to access the full 
benefit of innovation is likely to be, directly or indirectly, in the form 
of equity, which will be the predominant asset class in the portfolio. 
The manager takes an active approach to currency exposures and may 
hedge where deemed appropriate.
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Q3 Investment Report 
Fund Activity

Michael Flitton provides performance commentary and details 
position changes during the quarter.

China Q&A

Fay Ren and Michael Flitton answer 11 questions on China.



Fund Activity

The fund delivered a negative 5.2% return in the third quarter of 2021, trailing the broader 
Asian index, which fell 2.0%. This takes performance for the year to -2.1% against +1.8% for 
the comparator. 

The third quarter introduced a myriad of uncertainties and contending variables for 
markets to digest. At the forefront for investors was questions about China, led by those 
surrounding new regulations. The latest regulatory initiatives can be traced back almost 
a year to the failed Ant Financial IPO but Q3 saw a material increase in intensity. For 
investors the path of least resistance was a broad reduction in risk exposure resulting in 
significant multiple compression. At the centre of government focus the China internet 
sector declined some 33% against the broader China market down 18%. China represents 
circa 45% of the Pacific portfolio across a range of industries creating a significant 
detractor to performance. However, as a basket these holdings declined ‘only’ c9%, a 
small consolation. The market then had to weigh the impact of potential contagion from 
a collapse of the property developer, Evergrande. China growth is likely to be materially 
impeded regardless of whether the government manages to avoid the worst outcomes. We 
have attempted to pierce the fog around the current situation in China in the Q&A section 
that follows. 

On top of these China specific fears rising energy costs, combined with strengthening 
growth prospects in developed markets, has catalysed the re-emergence of inflationary 
fears. Unlike the rotation phase in the first quarter of the year, where the market bought 
economically sensitive companies on rising optimism of reopening, the implications 
of spiking energy prices is less clear cut. It seems inevitable some industrial activity 
will be curtailed. Could we face the spectre of stagflation? These contending, and often 
contradictory, factors have created a febrile market environment. 

Top contributors in the quarter included Globant (+88bps), Techtronic (+61bps) and Murata 
(+58bps). Globant benefits from its role as a digital enabler and insensitivity to rising energy 
and material costs. Techtronic is balanced between reopening and DIY with its broad 
power tool product portfolio. Murata meanwhile continues to experience strong demand 
for its MLCCs from rising EV and 5G adoption. Key detractors included Bilibili (-204bps), 
Alibaba (-95bps) and Tencent (-94bps). All three are subject to increased regulations.  

Only one position change was made during the quarter with Kingsoft Corp entering 
the portfolio following the drawdown in the first half of the year. Kingsoft Corp is the 
majority owner of WPS, the largest domestic office software business in China. It also has 
a subsidiary, separately listed in the US, which is the largest independent public cloud 
provider in China. Kingsoft is a key beneficiary of the business digitisation and localisation 
trends in China. 
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Below we provide some brief observations on some topical questions around China. 
These are not designed to be exhaustive, but we hope they offer waymarkers for our 
current thinking. 

Why is China taking these actions, and why now?
As we wrote in a previous piece on Tech regulations, the flurry of central government 
measures has been driven primarily by domestic issues; either responding to populist 
grievances in Chinese society or aimed to create a more sustainable business 
environment over the long-term. The idea of promoting financial stability, fair 
competition, social equality, data protection, and national security has long been 
central to the government’s considerations. Underpinning these  moves are the urgent 
need to address China’s inescapable socio-demographic issues and to achieve long-term 
strategic goals of:

i) Common prosperity 

ii) Economic restructuring 

iii) Technology self-sufficiency 

iv) Carbon neutrality

Most of these goals are not new but have risen rapidly to prominence on the agenda. 
It appears the catalyst was the 2020 census datapoint that confirmed, finally, the 
longstanding suspicion of a rapidly aging society coupled with historically low fertility 
rates. Intensifying geopolitical tensions with the US and its allies - in the minds of 
the Politburo - also points to the need to position the country more defensibly in its 
technology, supply chains, and financial system. 

These are intertwining goals and cannot be accomplished independent of one 
another. According to the Taylor Rule, higher productivity through technology and 
value chain upgrading is required to sustain growth in an era of declining labour as 
a factor of production. To transition into a consumption led economy necessitates 
the redistribution of wealth more widely across society, in particular within the 
generation of involuted youth that will be bearing the multiple burdens of exhausting 
and unfulfilling careers (the ‘996’ mantra entails working 9am to 9pm for 6 days a week), 
expensive housing, parental care, and childbearing.

IN DEPTH China Q&A
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In hindsight, the internet sector was perhaps primed for a shakedown. As the 
population’s reliance on the internet platforms grew exponentially during the lockdowns 
in 2020, malpractices that have existed for some time were magnified and vocalised 
en masse. Ensuing crackdowns aim to instil a sense of corporate responsibility to a 
sector that plays an important role in people’s everyday lives. It also signals a top-down 
directional shift to prioritise the hard technological innovations that will advance China’s 
strategic goals in real industries, as opposed to the business model innovations that have 
more commonality across the digital space. While wildly successful, these platforms are 
perceived as sucking up capital and talent, which would otherwise be more productive 
elsewhere. 

Regulations have not been limited to the Tech companies. Other affected sectors include 
education (double reduction), housing (enforced deleveraging), healthcare (volume-based 
central procurement), and entertainment (excessive celebrity income and fan culture), to 
name just a few of the nineteen sectors that had been implicated to date. The list may 
continue to grow.  

What are the challenges of China’s age distribution over the 
next 10-20 years and are there any historical touchpoints 
guiding policy?

The demographic issues underscored by the once in a decade Census released in 
2020 paints a grim future for China if the current course cannot be reversed. China’s 
population is predicted to peak as early as 2030 and the country already has more absolute 
number of people over the age of 65 than the entire population of Japan at around 189 
million and aging at a much sharper rate than expected. The fertility rate is falling in 
tandem with developed nations to 1.3 children per women, down 45% over the past 5 
years despite the ending of ‘One Child Policy’ in 2016. 

The shrinking labour pool does not bode well for China’s ambitions to retain its large 
manufacturing and industrial base. The government has introduced a further ‘Three 
Child Policy’ this year to counter this negative trend, but the reception so far seems cool. 
High living expenses and child-raising costs are the primary impediments to having more 
children for the current generation of adults who grew up under ‘One Child Policy’. Each 
one is eying the two parents and four grandparents they must already prepare to look 
after. The pressure on the government to provide pensions and healthcare access will also 
begin to bite soon enough. 

Japan and Germany both represent relevant historical reference points. The US benefited 
immensely from immigration over the past century, whereas Japan in the 1990s did not 
have this privilege, neither does today’s China. West Germany, like Japan, was implicated 
by the Plaza Accord in 1985. Unlike Japan however, Germany was bailed out by the fall 
of the Berlin Wall in 1989, which allowed a large pool of new, cheap labour influx from 
the East. The additional consumer base enabled the digestion of excess product capacity 
and provided the catalyst for the continued competitiveness of Germany’s industrial base. 
Germany’s escape offers a model of hope for China’s leaders. 
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IN DEPTH
China in many ways resembles Japan in the 1980s, with a peaking working age 
population, high property valuations, trade surplus and IP disputes with the US, and 
facing external pressures to appreciate its currency. The key difference perhaps being 
the stage of economic development in China, which still lags developed countries in 
many respects and has a lot of capacity to catch up through high productivity and 
technology upgrades. It also needs to be mindful of overstimulating as Japan did, which 
resulted in a huge property and equity bubble. 

Chinese leaders are well versed in history and the rationale for trumpeting the concept 
of ‘Common Prosperity’ is to avoid the societal paralysis that Japan had suffered 
and bring on the untapped consumer base and labour pool from poorer central and 
western China. This has been an ongoing effort that manifested via its anti-corruption 
campaigns and targeted poverty alleviation schemes for over a decade. While the 
country has eliminated ‘absolute poverty’ as of last year, there is still circa 600 million 
people who are yet to reach middle income status.  Ultimately, China is trying to break 
the curse of ‘growing old before growing rich’ and is tackling this challenge through 
economic and social transition. 

Are the issues being addressed unique to China?

In our view, the societal trends targeted by recent Chinese government action represent 
a common thread connecting East and West. The belief that capitalism has failed the 
many has been a touchstone in many countries over the past decade. It was a core 
narrative through the 2016 presidential campaign in the US as well as Brexit discourse 
in the UK. The 50th annual meeting of the World Economic Forum in 2020 was titled 
the ‘Great Reset’, referring to the belief that capitalism needs to reorientate to survive. 
Indeed, even the Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi, talked recently of ‘improving’ on 
capitalism. Successive generations following the Boomers have felt increasingly left 
behind. 

China’s move to regulate Big Tech places it ahead of the curve. Anyone watching the 
recent testimony by the Facebook whistle blower, Frances Haugen, would be hard 
pressed to make a case for big tech as a benign phenomenon of our online lives. A new 
era of increased regulatory scrutiny may be in the offing. 

It would be a mistake to conclude the challenges facing China are unique. What is 
unique, at least in the experience of most investors, is the approach of the regulators. 
The regulatory regime in China is immature and lacks the checks and balances familiar 
in the West. In the US, proposals must pass through a crucible of fierce lobbying, 
which results in consensus building and prevents extreme outcomes. Arguably this 
limits reform potential but from a market perspective it presents a predictable, lengthy 
digestion period for price discovery. In China the distance from thought to word to 
actionable regulation is short. It is this rapidity, coupled with poor communication, 
which has so shocked the market. For many steeped in the practices of more established 
markets they see only whimsy at work. Caprice creates uncertainty and ultimately a 
higher cost of capital. 

    



IN DEPTH
Why has China acted if the issues are common across 
countries?
For the Communist party in China societal unrest is an existential threat. In democratic 
systems there is a pressure valve built in through regular elections. Thus, while the system 
may take a long time to reflect the rising concern of the minority, its inbuilt flexibility 
allows it to adapt. In an authoritarian system, like China, party rule is brittle. Its soft 
underbelly is social unrest. There is no release mechanism and so the party must be 
proactive in staying ahead of emerging areas of discontent. 

How should we think about ‘tactics vs trend’?
The China observer, Rui Ma, talks about separating the trend from the tactics. We think 
this is a helpful delineation. As investors allocating capital for the long term, we are 
more interested in the trend. By this we mean the direction of travel and the ultimate 
destination. What is China trying to achieve? Tactics here are the policy levers employed. 
These can be effective or ineffective. Crucially, they can be changed if they are not 
delivering the desired result. For investors they create noise. Identifying what are short 
term policies and what are desired outcomes ensures we remain focused on the variables 
which will ultimately define the value of our investee companies. 

How certain can we be of our prognosis, what about expert 
opinion to the contrary?
There has been no shortage of opinion pieces on the long-term connotations for China’s 
markets and economy. Many are resoundingly negative. We have no comment to give on 
individual viewpoints, however we would observe that the further away from the action 
an individual is the more certain of the outcome they seem to be. There are perhaps seven 
people in the world who truly know the direction being taken. Those are the members 
of the Politburo Standing Committee. We are wary of allowing ourselves to being drawn 
into firm conclusions. We think there is merit in maintaining a flexible framework and we 
would expect to continue to adapt the portfolio as visibility improves over time. 

How might private sector wealth creators be viewing their 
prospects?

The Pacific fund invests in innovative business in Asia. The emerging opportunity set 
for investment depends on the ability for businesses to raise capital and the possibility 
of earning a market rate of return on that capital. These elements are interdependent; 
capital will flow to risk-adjusted opportunities. Despite the flurry of regulations, private 
wealth creators are integral to China’s ambitions for its role within the global economy. 
Private capital represents more than 60% of GDP, 80% of urban employment, and 70% of 
investment in technology. The government is mindful of this dependence. However, what 
has become clear over the course of the past year is that sectors/companies which do not 
actively contribute to achieving the goals of China 2025 and whose activities run counter 
to the Party’s social agenda will face rising scrutiny. For entrepreneurs this means tacking 
closer to the wind of China’s dual ambitions. Within this limitation the opportunity for 
personal enrichment remains. It is notable that mainland seed funding is on track to 
exceed the 2018 record, pre-trade war, regulatory crackdown or Covid. Animal spirits are 
still in evidence.    
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Do you think the property company Evergrande presents 
systemic risk both to China and more widely?

Evergrande has US$300bn of debt including US$180bn of payables issued to suppliers 
and trust loans sold as WMPs to employees, contractors, and retail buyers. The 
main area of contagion resides within banks, which had lent heavily to developers. 
Evergrande is certainly not the only troubled developer out there. There are at least 10 
other smaller similarly risky developers with ~US$290bn in contracted sales, estimated 
by UBS. Off-shore high yield dollar bond market which Chinese developers are big 
issuers, have also seen big haircuts.  

But the more pressing issue for the Chinese authorities is the political repercussions 
from eruptions of anger against what would be 1.2-1.5 million undelivered apartments 
to homebuyers (who have prepaid, some in full), unpaid checks to 160,000 employees, 
70,000 trust money owners, and a much larger, complex system of suppliers and 
contractors. The government’s hierarchy of creditors will likely be in the order of 
homebuyers, suppliers and contractors, bondholders, and equity holders. Their topmost 
responsibility will be to ensure that the US$200bn inventory of unfinished projects 
are completed and delivered. Evergrande’s assets will likely be broken up for sale to 
strategic buyers who will take over the projects, and the business restructured akin to 
HNA and Anbang in the past, but it will be a long and arduous process. 

Real estate constitutes circa 20-25% of the economy, and represents over 70% household 
wealth, an outsized proportion compared to other developed nations. The property 
sector has been a major growth engine for the Chinese economy since the reform to 
allow private property ownership in 1998 under then Premier Zhu Rongji. Now the 
whole growth model appears to be under siege in the government’s insistence on the 
deleveraging campaign. 

House prices have risen to exorbitant levels despite government emphasising on 
multiple occasion that ‘houses are for living, not speculating’. Prices in Tier 1 cities such 
as Shenzhen, Shanghai are over 50x average annual income, much more extreme than 
even Japan’s property bubble at its peak (18x). Given the outsized exposure, the wealth 
effect of an extended property market downturn will be painfully felt on future growth 
prospects and confidence, and this is something the government will have to manage 
very carefully.

Does the government have the tools to manage the situation?

The simple answer is yes. The government controls the banking system. Potential losses 
can be apportioned and SOE actors co-opted to participate in any capital raising. In 
essence, the liabilities can be absorbed by the state. The government’s dampening of 
mortgage approvals can also be reversed. There is ready demand for housing and this 
would immediately ease the liquidity situation of the sector. In our view, the question is 
not of capability but of willingness. China wants to reintroduce moral hazard to a sector 
where becoming too big to fail is seen as an insurance policy. Balancing this desire with 
the real threat of contagion means the major risk is a policy mistake. This regulatory 
approach of ‘letting the bullets fly for a while’, as observed by Lillian Li , holds its own 
risks if allowed to go on too long. While China is likely to avoid a systemic event, the 
probability of an extended period of slower growth is material. 
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What sectors or industries are likely to remain below the 
regulators’ radars? 

Sectors that are less likely to be penalised are those that can be perceived as part of 
the solution to Chinese society’s many problems or aligned to long-term economic 
development objectives that Beijing wants to prioritise. Whether it is technological 
advancement in one of the strategically important areas (e.g. semiconductors, 5G, 
electric vehicles, life sciences, renewable energy), enhancing manufacturing and supply 
chain productivity to help businesses migrate up the value chain as working population 
declines, or lower the cost of living so people may be willing to have more children, 
and raising the standard of living (e.g. higher efficiency and better access to healthcare, 
greener environment). These are all areas that welcome investment. 

What the government wants to discourage is ‘disorderly expansion of capital’ in which 
enormous resources are wasted chasing quick money in a rat race to the bottom with 
low ROIs and creates very negative socioeconomic repercussions (recall the bike sharing 
craze? Or P2P?). The pursuit for innovation is not impaired, but the motivation is 
to encourage capital flow into productive areas and socially responsible companies, 
almost in a state directed ESG approach. China’s historic success in centrally directing 
resources in the past should not mask the difficulty of the successful execution of such a 
strategy. 

Have any changes been made to the China segment of the 
portfolio in response to these initiatives? 

Our response to the regulations has been deliberately measured. We prudentially 
reduced weights in the companies currently in the cross hairs, Alibaba and Tencent, 
but largely maintained weights elsewhere. Consumer internet platforms now represent 
less than 10% of the portfolio. We continue to evaluate the long-term moat trajectory 
of these businesses. While regulatory pressures will create headwinds, both companies 
hold market leading positions with optionality in their portfolio of business lines to 
grow outside of arenas currently under scrutiny. For Tencent, our point of concern is 
its ability to monetise its gaming franchise while for Alibaba competitive threats in its 
core ecommerce division continue to intensify. These are fundamentally innovative, 
and adaptive businesses, with the capacity to pivot and generate significant value over 
the long term. However, the picture is not clear at this stage. We would expect to make 
further changes as clarity emerges over the coming quarter. 

We have reallocated capital from consumer internet to corporate internet with the 
introduction of Kingsoft Corp to the portfolio. With its SaaS business software offering 
and independent public cloud Kingsoft is an enabler of China’s ambitions. It sold off 
in sympathy with the rest of the market as investors cut exposure and we took the 
opportunity to initiate a holding. 



IN DEPTH
Finally, property exposure is limited in the portfolio. It is not an area which lays up 
naturally well for a strategy focused on innovation. However, we do own businesses in 
the supply chain. Hengli is China’s largest producer of hydraulic systems. It has a 50% 
market share in domestic excavators. Inevitably, slowing construction will be a near term 
headwind. However, given its global standard offering and net cash balance sheet it is 
also an opportunity to further strengthen its market position. Localisation trends are 
also likely to favour share gains against global competitors. The second exposed business 
is Midea, which is China’s largest consumer appliance maker. Many of its products are 
sensitive to the property market, in particular HVAC (air conditioning). However, Midea 
has >50% overseas revenues and there remains significant opportunities in smart homes 
+‘green’ upgrades in the domestic market. 

We are focused on identifying companies where innovation confers a superior durability 
of growth. The long-term opportunity remains significant, in our view.



FUND FACTS
Sales by Geography 

Domicile by Geography

• China/Hong Kong - 48%
• Japan - 24%
• Taiwan - 11%
• Korea - 4%
• Australia - 3%
• Singapore - 5%
• LATAM - 3%

Top 10 Holdings 
TSMC                                                                                4.8%
Wuxi Apptec 4.7%
Hangzhou Tigermed 4.5%  
Shenzhen Mindray  4.4%
Samsung Electronics  4.3%
Kingdee 4.2%
Tokyo Electron                                                      4.2%
SEA  3.9%
Murata 3.7%
Trip.com 3.5%

Allocation by Sector              
Information Technology                                                                                                           34%
Industrials 23%
Health Care 17%
Communication Services 12%
Consumer Discretionary 11%
Materials 1%
Cash                                                                                                                                                                                                                     2%
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Performance is based on a Net Asset Value (NAV) price basis with income reinvested, net of fees. Past performance is not a guid to future performance.

Performance 
 
Year Ended                                 Sep 2021               Sep 2020               Sep 2019             Sep 2018            Since Inception*

Net Performance            +19.6%                 +45.3%                   +8.0%                 +1.3%                   +110.1%
*Inception as a UCITS: 27 January 2017

Fund Codes 
 
   ISIN:   SEDOL:    Bloomberg: 

A Acc                   GB00BDCJ9Z32                     BDCJ9Z3                      TMCPEAA LN

B Acc                   GB00BDCJB138                     BDCJB13                      TMCPEBA LN
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Disclaimer for TM Cerno Pacific: TM CERNO PACIFIC (the “Fund”), which is a sub fund of TM Cerno Investment 
Funds, is organised under the laws of the United Kingdom and qualifying as an undertaking for collective investment in 
transferable securities (“UCITS”) under Directive 85/611/EEC (as amended) and is regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority. This document is issued by CERNO CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP and is for private circulation only. CERNO 
CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. 
The information contained in this document is strictly confidential and does not constitute an offer to sell or the 
solicitation of any offer to buy any securities and or derivatives and may not be reproduced, distributed or published 
by any recipient for any purpose without the prior written consent of CERNO CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP. The value 
of investments and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the 
amount originally invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Changes in exchange 
rates may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of investments. There are also additional risks associated 
with investments in emerging or developing markets. The information and opinions contained in this document are for 
background purposes only, and do not purport to be full or complete. Nor does this document constitute investment 
advice. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, express or limited, is given as to the accuracy or completeness 
of the information or opinions contained in this document by CERNO CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP, its partners or 
employees and no liability is accepted by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any such information 
or opinion. As such, no reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information and opinions contained in this 
document. The fund volatility level is shown in the Key Investor Information document.  Volatility is only one indicator 
of the risks and is not a guarantee of future performance.

Key Fund Information  
 
NAV/Share Class (Acc)    £21.01

Fund Size (£mn)     £95.5mn 

Currency      GBP (Base)

Authorised Corporate Director     Thesis Unit Trust Management       

      (Authorised and regulated by FCA)   

      Exchange Building    

      St John’s Street, Chichester, West Sussex PO9 1UP

Fund Custodian     The Northern Trust Company

Auditor      Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP  

Fund Legal Structure     UK OEIC (UCITS)

Inception Date - Fund     January 2017   

Fund Saving Structures    SIPPs, ISAs & JISAs  

Key Fund Documents     cernocapital.com/cerno-pacific

Ongoing Charges - Class A    Management Fee 1.00%   

(incl. Management Fee)    Other Fees (incl. runnig costs) 0.21%  

      OCF 1.21%

Ongoing Charges - Class B    Management Fee 0.75%   

(incl. Management Fee)    Other Fees (incl. runnig costs) 0.21%  

      OCF 0.96%

Initial Charge                                                                                   5% - waived as standard 

Contact      Tom Milnes    

      020 7036 4126    

      tom@cernocapital.com  


